
ExpEriEncE thE culturE, bEauty, and sophistication of asia 
at somE of thE world’s most ExclusivE hotEls, sEamlEssly 
blEnding thE ElEgancE and gracE of thE old world with 
thE luxury and convEniEncE of thE nEw.  ● ● ●
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● ● ●  Live the High Life
Experience hong Kong in style at the internationally 
acclaimed InterContinental Hong Kong, renowned for its 
magnificent victoria harbour and hong Kong island views.

Dramatic Harbor View Accommodations

at intercontinental hong Kong, over 

two-thirds of the guest rooms and all 

suites feature sweeping harbor views, 

so whether you’re gazing over the skyline 

from your suite or landmark-spotting 

from the stunning lobby lounge, all of 

hong Kong is literally at your feet. for 

the ultimate experience, reserve the 

Presidential Suite. at 7,000 square feet, 

it’s the largest suite in hong Kong and 

one of the most spectacular in Asia 

with a duplex living room, five bedrooms, 

a dining room, private gym, and study; 

plus a 2,500-square-foot terrace with 

an infinity swimming pool and Jacuzzi 

featuring breathtaking views of victoria 

harbour and the hong Kong island skyline.

Spa Indulgence

at i-spa, the hotel’s feng shui inspired 

retreat, you can rebalance your yin and 

yang with a rejuvenating oriental healing 

or Jet-lag relief treatment in a luxurious 

private spa suite with its own Jacuzzi, 

sauna, and steam shower.

In-the-Know Experiences

Enjoy local culture with a dim sum 

making class or private tour of the  

wong tai sin temple, where an authentic 

soothsayer will tell your fortune. with the 

guidance of the hotel’s ever-helpful and 

extremely knowledgeable concierge, 

discover the city’s best-kept secrets — 

from a wonderful off-the-beaten track 

wonton noodle shop to the finest  

bespoke suit maker in town. 

Decadent Dining

nowhere else in hong Kong can you 

find panoramic harbor views from every 

dining venue and two celebrity chef 

restaurants under one roof — with the 

two-michelin-star SPOON by Alain 

Ducasse, showcasing contemporary 

french fare, and NOBU InterContinental 

Hong Kong with its world-famous 

innovative Japanese cuisine. the hotel’s 

one-michelin-star Yan Toh Heen, 

featuring authentic cantonese cuisine, 

also draws gourmands from all parts  

of the world.

For reservations 
visit intercontinental.com call +852-2721-1211 or 1-800-424-6835

InterContinental Hong Kong
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● ● ●  A Traveler’s Paradise
boasting more than a century of legendary service to distinguished guests from across the 
world, Raffles Hotel offers an unparalleled blend of luxury, history, and colonial ambiance.

Timeless Elegance

famously said to “stand for all the fables 

of the exotic East,” raffles is one of 

singapore’s most beloved landmarks, 

welcoming celebrities, renowned writers, 

and royalty since its establishment in 

1887. today, the hotel’s original grandeur 

has been preserved with loving attention 

to every last detail; the past melds into 

the present as the style and grace 

of a bygone era meets 21st century 

indulgence. retreat to your private 

haven — one of the hotel’s 103 spacious 

suites — decorated with period furnishings 

and including a separate parlor, dressing 

area, and veranda, plus a host of modern 

conveniences and at-the-ready butlers. 

or repose in the magnificent  

lobby — once a venue for the country’s 

most important social gatherings — 

outfitted with classical columns and 

pillars, white Carrara marble flooring, 

plush furniture, and elegant art pieces. 

Perfect Pampering

bask in the sun under the scented 

frangipani trees surrounding the 

exclusive rooftop swimming pool. or 

unwind and rejuvenate at Raffles Spa,  

overlooking the hotel’s lush gardens. 

personalized therapies include traditional 

treatments such as deep tissue massage, 

swedish massage and hungarian moor 

mud wraps, guaranteed to melt all your 

cares away. 

Decadent Dining

a culinary world unto itself, raffles 

showcases 15 distinctive restaurants 

and bars. dine on fine caviar, foie gras, 

and other french specialties in the 

superb Raffles Grill. sip a cool cocktail 

in the renowned Long Bar, where the 

world-famous singapore sling was 

born. or sample a north indian buffet 

spread in the elegant and lofty Tiffin 

Room, starring an impressive array of 

traditional curries. 

Tea Time

slip into singapore past with raffles’ 

traditional high tea, served on crisp 

white linens with gleaming silverware 

laid on square teak tables. feast on a 

mix of petite finger sandwiches, freshly 

baked pastries, and soft, moist scones 

served with clotted cream and sweet 

homemade jams. the attentive, yet 

unobtrusive service of brisk, white-

jacketed waiters completes this  

perfect Old World experience. 
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Epicurean Delights

loosen your belt for raffle’s sublime 

champagne sunday brunch, set in the 

historic Bar & Billiard Room. aptly 

known as the connoisseur’s heaven, 

this former gentlemen’s club houses two 

original billiard tables from the turn of 

the century — you can even shoot a round 

or two between courses. sate yourself 

with fresh seafood, meats, a vast 

array of cheeses, and divine desserts. 

complement your meal with vintages 

from Champagne Billecart-Salmon —  

an exclusive boutique champagne house 

— or choose from a world-class selection 

of martinis, single malts, cognacs, 

armagnacs, ports, and sherries. top  

your meal off with chocolate, coffee  

and, of course, a fine cuban cigar.

Al Fresco Finery

watch the colorful parade of passers-

by in Raffles Courtyard, a timeless 

structure with white arches flanked by 

tropical palms and native plants. gaze 

at the starry sky in the colonial-style 

cocktail bar, and dine on the finest 

ocean catch prepared à la minute in 

light mediterranean flavors typical of 

the french riviera. observe as your 

meal — perhaps the delicious Courtyard 

Bouillabaisse — is prepared before your 

eyes in the traditional al fresco kitchen. 

Retail Therapy

browse the many inviting shops and 

boutiques in the fittingly grand Raffles 

Hotel Arcade. surrounded by tropical 

gardens and pristine courtyards, 

the arcade houses more than 35 

international and regional specialty 

stores, including bespoke tailors, art 

galleries, rare antiques, and luxury labels. 

catch a show at the charming Jubilee 

Hall, a victorian-style theater that hosts 

the nation’s premier performances. or 

explore the Raffles Hotel Museum, full 

of period photographs and memorabilia 

representing the golden age of travel. 
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For reservations  
visit raffleshotel.com call +65-6412-1244 or 1-800-768-9009 |
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● ● ●  The Past Meets the Present
rising like a proud sentry from the mouth of the storied singapore 
river, The Fullerton Hotel is one of the country’s most recognizable 
landmarks, a historic icon of unsurpassed charm.

“A Monument Worthy of the City”

built in 1928 to celebrate the 100th year 

of singapore’s founding by the british, 

the original fullerton building was the 

country’s largest and grandest structure 

of its time. with commanding views of 

the singapore river and the marina bay 

harbor, it quickly became the center 

of Singapore’s commercial, social, and 

official life, home to the nation’s general 

post office, the Exchange, chamber of 

commerce, and the singapore club. today, 

the fullerton’s majestic Doric columns, 

coffered ceilings, cornices, and italian 

marble floors have been restored to their 

original splendor, and the hotel remains,  

in the words of singapore’s early governor, 

“a monument worthy of the city.”

A Contemporary Icon

voted one of the “500 World’s  

Best Hotels in 2011” by the readers of 

travel + leisure, the fullerton blends  

old world elegance with new world 

luxury and technology. unwind in stylishly 

chic guest rooms featuring spacious, 

philippe starck-inspired bathrooms and 

grand balconies that open to sweeping 

panoramas of the city skyline, river 

promenade, or sea. then spend a languid 

day by the outdoor infinity pool — 

overlooking the singapore river and 

flanked by doric columns, it’s one of the 

most picturesque spots in the city.

A Grand Prix View

head to the city in september for the 

Singapore Grand Prix — formula 1’s  

only night race — and get an up-close 

view of the circuit from the fullerton. 

located on the doorstep of the circuit’s 

thrilling hair-pin turn at anderson 

bridge, the hotel provides perfect  

track-side views of this glamorous,  

highly anticipated race. 

For reservations  
visit fullertonhotel.com call +65-6533-8388
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Capella
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● ● ●  Revitalize, Reconnect, Renew
set amid 30 acres of lush rain forest, Capella marries 
the tranquility of sentosa island with the vibrancy of 
cosmopolitan singapore.

Modern Luxury

Enter a world of luxurious serenity 

that’s just 10 minutes from singapore’s 

bustling financial and shopping districts. 

capella’s dramatic buildings combine 

the country’s rich colonial heritage 

with contemporary architectural curves 

and designs. luxuriate in one of three 

cascading outdoor pools, or discover 

the magic of sentosa island, filled with 

world-class attractions, top-notch golf 

courses, and a first-rate marina.

Fabulous Cuisine 

delight your epicurean senses at 

capella’s three delectable dining 

choices. indulge in fine chinese fare 

at Cassia.  savor fresh mediterranean 

cuisine at The Knolls. and sip a sweet 

cocktail while watching singapore’s 

breathtaking sunset at Bob’s Bar.

Dream Digs

live it up in singapore’s most spacious 

accommodations. the 112 rooms, 

suites, villas, and manors at capella 

— overlooking the south china sea — 

provide plenty of room to relax and 

unwind. flat-screen tvs, bed-side touch 

screen control panels, walk-in wardrobes, 

and complimentary mini bars are just a 

few of the luxurious amenities enjoyed 

by every guest. choose one of four 

Constellation rooms, and watch the city 

lights from your private rooftop Jacuzzi. 

or book a villa or manor and enjoy a 

private plunge pool and outdoor shower 

and bath. 

The Royal Treatment

feel like a king or queen with capella’s 

signature preferential service, 

provided by personal assistants and 

available round-the-clock. in need of 

transportation? the hotel’s private 

chauffeur service via a Rolls-Royce 

Phantom is at the ready. looking for 

a little extra pampering? relax and 

rejuvenate at the Auriga Spa, whose 

wellness philosophy is based on the 

phases of the moon.
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For reservations  
visit capellasingapore.com call +65-6591-5000 |
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● ● ●  An Innately Imperial Experience
Quiet, airy, and restrained, the Imperial Hotel Tokyo is the 
grande dame of tokyo’s hotels, renowned for its flawless 
service and award-winning cuisine. 

The Lush Life

settle in to your newly renovated, 

ultra-luxe guest room, which comes 

complete with the fastest, safest, and 

newest wi-fi service in Japan. or 

indulge in the exclusive Imperial Floor 

accommodations, some of which include 

high-tech goodies such as private 

mist saunas, and all of which provide 

personal kimono-clad guest attendants 

who will take care of your every need. 

room styles vary widely, and all offer 

glittering views of ginza or the ancient 

treetops of the palace gardens or hibiya 

park across the way. for something 

extra special, reserve the one-bedroom 

Frank Lloyd Wright Suite, which 

opulently evokes the hotel’s 1923 

ambience with hopi-inspired carpets, 

stained-glass windows, terra cotta tiling, 

and massive art deco wall reliefs.

Peerless Precision

from its earliest days, the imperial has 

offered guests uncompromising levels 

of hospitality, making it the hotel of 

choice for dignitaries and celebrities 

from around the world. first opened 

in 1890 at the behest of the imperial 

palace, this legendary hotel gracefully 

combines classical Japanese precision 

with lavish European luxury. the hotel’s 

understated entrance, just steps from the 

dazzling shops of Ginza, belies a world 

of finesse and refinement commensurate 

with the capital’s most exclusive address. 

Exquisite Epicurean Theater

treat yourself to an elegant evening at 

the imperial’s internationally-acclaimed 

french dining room, Les Saisons, which 

recently underwent a $5.5 million 

makeover. considered one of the capital’s 

best french restaurants, les saisons 

features the award-wining cuisine of 

rising-star chef Thierry Voisin, who 

hails from the three michelin-starred  

les crayeres in reims.
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For reservations  
visit imperialhotel.co.jp/e/tokyo call +81-33504-1251 |
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● ● ●  The Soul of Japan
building on a legacy of hospitality going back half a century, the new incarnation of the 
iconic Palace Hotel Tokyo showcases the essence of Japanese serenity and refinement. 

A Grand Reopening

showcasing a one-of-a-kind Japanese 

experience, the much buzzed about  

palace hotel reopened in may after a 

$1.2 billion rebuilding from the ground 

up. overlooking the ancient moat and 

lavish gardens of the Imperial Palace in 

the exclusive district of marunouchi — a 

wall street meets madison avenue hybrid 

— the hotel boasts spectacular views of 

the palace and Tokyo’s skyline from 

every room and from nearly all public 

spaces. Japanese culture is celebrated 

in every detail, from the Aji stones 

at the grand entrance (evoking the 

imperial palace moat’s stonework) to the 

300-thread count imabari linens in every 

room, to the omotenashi (hospitality) at 

every encounter. Just steps away, the 

fabulous tree-lined street of marunouchi 

naka dori, filled with upscale boutiques 

and cutting-edge eateries, is just waiting 

to be explored.

Rooms with a View

sophisticated and sumptuous, palace 

accommodations are a tranquil haven 

from tokyo’s busy streets. the hotel’s  

290 rooms and suites are suitably 

spacious, with soft, contemporary  

décor that reflects the imperial palace 

gardens — leafy carpet motifs and 

an earthy mix of golds and creams 

accented with splashes of vibrant colors 

throughout. unwind on your open terrace 

or balcony, where you can see sacred 

mount fuji on a clear day, and the glowing 

tokyo tower by night. inside, relax in  

your soaking tub within your expansive, 

open-style bathroom. dry off with  

imabari bath towels from Ehime 

prefecture, sip a cup of maruyama  

nori tea, manufactured in tokyo’s  

tsukiji district, and revel the palace’s 

many other unique Japanese touches.

Exquisite Rejuvenation

spoil yourself with french savoir-faire and 

asian therapies at evian SPA TOKYO, 

only the second evian spa outside of 

france and the city’s most ambitious new 

spa. Enjoy captivating views from the 

12,669-square-foot haven, which includes 

five treatment rooms, one spa suite, and 

separate women’s and men’s relaxation 

lounges. stay in shape at the fitness 

facility, open round-the-clock, or take a 

dip in the indoor pool, framed by wall-to-

wall windows and an outdoor terrace. 
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Asian-Inspired Delicacies

Join the legions of connoisseurs who 

have made the palace a favorite dining 

destination, now more impressive than 

ever with a host of new restaurants 

created by Michelin-starred chefs. 

sample authentic Japanese delicacies 

at Sushi Kanesaka, run by michelin 

two-star chef shinji Kanesaka, or 

request a spot at the intimate tempura 

bar or theatrical teppanyaki grill. taste 

shanghainese and cantonese cuisine 

at Amber Palace, which boasts a menu 

designed by the operators of tokyo’s 

two-star michelin restaurant fureika.

International Delights

Experience the ultimate in french  

fare at Crown, reopened in collaboration 

with patrick henriroux of the michelin 

two-star la pyramide in vienne, france. 

craving casual? dine al fresco on Grand 

Kitchen’s moat-side terrace, or cozy up 

to its impressive fireplace. satisfy your 

sweet tooth at Sweets & Deli, where the 

homemade chocolate and fresh-baked 

bread is sublime.

Elegantly Chic Bars & Lounges 

recline on the outdoor terrace at

the sleek Lounge Bar Privé, offering

fantastic views of the city skyline. tickle

the ivories at the lounge’s steinway,

original to the 1961 hotel. or sip an  

old-fashioned martini paired with a  

fine cigar at Royal Bar downstairs. 

royal bar continues the legacy of the 

first bartender at the original palace, 

known as mr. martini, complete with 

painstakingly restored handcrafted 

counters (which he originally designed), 

and his legendary martini.
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For reservations  
visit palacehoteltokyo.com/en call +81-3-3211-5218 |


